Clarification of last paragraph in MDAC letter to the Minister – 5 January 2018 (by email)

Morning Brian
Further to yesterday’s meeting, below are some explanatory comments regarding the final
paragraph in your letter to the Minister regarding personal importation of cannabis based
products by individuals
The general principle considered by MDAC was that if certain cannabis based products are
available for specialist doctors to prescribe in Jersey then it seems reasonable that if an
individual seeks treatment in person from a specialist abroad (e.g. Holland) they should be
able to bring any of these same products back to Jersey with them if they have been
prescribed by the specialist abroad. This is not too dissimilar to the situation now where
patients can travel to Jersey with controlled drugs on their person if they have been
legitimately prescribed and dispensed in another jurisdiction.
The MDAC view was that any such importation into Jersey should be subject to an import
licence in order ensure that unlawful importation is prevented as far as possible. The
process for this would be that the prescribing overseas doctor would complete an application
form providing the patient’s details and what has been prescribed and in what quantities.
This would be forwarded to the Chief Pharmacist who would issue the licence authorising
importation into Jersey. This is identical to the system we currently have in place where the
importation of other controlled drugs is not covered by the Open General Licence. The OGL
currently allows importation of up to 28 days with a covering letter from the prescriber.
Anything in excess of 28 days requires a licence issued on the Minister’s behalf by the Chief
Pharmacist. In other words we can use an already established process for this and exclude
cannabis based products from the OGL thereby requiring that any importation requires a
licence.
Licences could only be issued for products which we make lawful in Jersey. Any importation
of any other cannabis based product would remain unlawful.
The other point worth mentioning is that any such licence would only serve to allow
importation into Jersey and not any other jurisdiction. Therefore patients would not be able to
enter the UK with these products where they would remain illegal and may need some
addition form of documentation to travel via other countries.
Hope this clarifies things. Let me know if you need anything further
Kind regards
Paul
Paul McCabe | Chief Pharmacist
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